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animals.1 The output from so many laboratories is
enormous, and since every research institute publishes its
own monographs and pamphlets, and sometimes even its
own journal, the whole system suffers acutely from l over-
departmentalisation \ The story, goes that the grain
research institute in Omsk tried in vain for two years to
secure information about the work in an agricultural
research institute in Odessa. Finally, in despair the
institute at Omsk wrote to the Imperial Agricultural Bureaux
in London, and London was able to supply the required
information about work in Odessa; and I can match this
story with others less dramatic, but no less troublesome to
the institutes concerned. From time to time monster
All-Union conferences are held. These should open
channels of intercommunication between research institutes;
but apparently they do not open them widely enough for
smooth traffic. One feels that in the Soviet Union there
is room for that dubious activity (for which, characteris-
tically, there is no English expression) known as scientific
liaison.
One attempt to co-ordinate and improve agricultural
research in Russia was the establishment in 1929 of the
Lenin All-Union Academy of Agricultural Science. This
body is under the Ministry of Agriculture, but it has
some degree of autonomy. It is designed on the same lines
as the Academy of Sciences: it has the functions of
awarding the honorific title of Academician to distinguished
agriculturists (to which title is attached an emolument of
1,500 roubles a montji,2) of managing some special research
institutes, and of co-ordinating research as a whole in
agricultural science. Under the inspiration of N. I.
Vavilov, the Lenin Academy was an immense stimulus to
agricultural research in Russia; but under the presidency of
1	For instance, the Research Institutes for oil-crops; flax; tobacco;
potatoes;  fodder plants;   horses, camels, and donkeys; reindeer;
rabbits and furred animals; beekeeping; silk production*
2	This emolument may have been raised in April 1946, along with
the rewards to Academicians, see footnote, p. 20, Chapter 2.

